
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SINCE ENTERING THE WORLD OF COMPETITIVE TABLE 

SHUFFLEBOARD, YOU HAVE DISTINGUISHED YOURSELF 

AS ONE OF THE TOP WOMEN PLAYERS IN THE COUNTRY. 

IN RECOGNITION OF YOUR EXEMPLARY COMPETITIVE 

CAREER, WHICH INCLUDES A STORIED LIST OF RESULTS 

AT MULTIPLE LEVELS, AS WELL AS BEING A GREAT 

TOURNAMENT, LEAGUE AND GENERAL GOODWILL 

AMBASSADOR OF THE SPORT 

WE PROUDLY HONOR 

Cindy Clark 
AS A MEMBER OF THE 

ARIZONA SHUFFLEBOARD 
HALL OF FAME 

The 

Arizona Shuffleboard Hall of Fame 

PRESENTS 

THE INDUCTION CEREMONY OF 

Cindy Clark 
 

 

 

 
Saturday, February 17th, 2024 

at the 

Tony Appell Presidents Day Tournament 

Stingers Sports Bar - Glendale, AZ 



Arizona Shuffleboard 

Hall of Fame 

 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD: Mike Parrish 

PRESIDENT: Linda Meyer 

VICE PRESIDENT: Derek Cozad 

TREASURER: Wendell Herbison 

SECRETARY: Lynn Pelizarri 

 

NOMINATION COMMITTEE 

 

Phil Gardner 

Alice Arredondo 

Cindy Clark 

Wendell Herbison 

Lary Tafoya 

Dwayne Maxwell 

Marylin Roberts 

Doug Hynes 

Mike Parrish 

 
(Booklet by Linda Meyer & Tim Manley) 

The 

Arizona Shuffleboard 

Hall of Fame 

Proudly Honors The Following Members 

 

 

Bob Lewis April 24, 1999 

 

Al Salazar April 29, 2000 

 

Bob Jacobsen April 26, 2003 

 

Bill Thomas September 25, 2004 

 

Alice Arredondo February 15, 2020 

 

Wendell Herbison February 15, 2020 

 

Tony Appell February 19, 2022 

 

Lary Tafoya April 1st, 2023 

 

Cindy Clark February 17th, 2024 



If I remember right I met Cindy the first time she came to Vegas for the 
team event that won. I am not going to tell you how long ago that was but 
suffice it to say it has been about half our lives. To have watched the 
shuffleboard career of Cindy from player to promoter to director has been 
and should be inspiring to anyone who enjoys this sport. I congratulate 
you Cindy on a well deserved honor. You will always be my 

Cindy Crawford . 
 

Signed your Robert Redford 
 

Rob Kern 
The Bracketman 

 
Congratulations, Cindy. 
My longtime friend of 40 years. 
Remember when we were partners in Reno, being behind 11 - 4, I split a 1 
into 2-2’s. Later, Cindy lags a 4 to win the match. I was so excited that I was 
jumping up and down. Cindy said, “You're going to knock it off!” Great 
memories of our 12-person league at MVP and Family Billiards. What a 
great time! 
Well deserved; welcome to the club, Cindy. 

 
Wendell Herbison 
AZ HOF Inductee 
AZ HOF Treasurer 

 

 
Congratulations to the vivacious Cindy Clark on her induction to the Arizona 
Shuffleboard Hall of Fame. She is not only a tough player but also a critical 
cog in the Arizona Shuffleboard community. She has helped organize, guide, 
advise and push both players and the Shuffleboard community in Arizona. 
She has also always supported the California Shuffleboard community and 
events we have. Thank you Cindy. Personally I always look forward to seeing 
her at events in California, Reno and Oregon. Never a dull moment. Once 
again, Cindy, congratulations on a well deserved and earned induction into 
the Arizona Shuffleboard Hall of Fame. 

 
Lance Lohr 
CA HOF President 

Arizona Shuffleboard Hall of Fame 

Induction Ceremony 

Honoring 

Cindy Clark 

Nominated by Tim Manley 

INTRODUCTION 

By Linda Meyer 

 

MASTER OF CEREMONIES 

Mike Parrish & Lary Tafoya 

INDUCTION VIDEO 

By Jim Martin 

 

GUEST SPEAKERS 

 

PRESENTATION of AWARD 

By Tim Manley 

 

ACCEPTANCE 

By Cindy Clark 

CLOSING 



Cindy’s Journey... 

Born to Ken and Martha Worden in 

Cincinnati, Ohio, our journey with 

Cindy Clark begins on July 2, 1954. 

She was the 1st of 3 children in the 

family. Eleven months later the 1st 

of her two brothers, Jeff, was born. 

16 months after that her 

brother, 

Randy, came along. As you can 

imagine, being so close in age, she and her 2 brothers were pretty close. In 

1961, on the whim of her adventurous father, who looked to come out to the 

mountains of the western United States, the family packed up all belongings in 

a U-haul and drove a 1961 pink Rambler (with fins) and moved to Prescott, AZ. 

She and her brothers loved the area; building pine needle forts and hiking in 

the woods. This probably began Cindy’s love for the outdoors. After a year 

there, in a not so lucrative position, Dad applied to the Phoenix Police 

department and they moved to Phoenix to begin his career in law enforcement. 

It was in Phoenix that Cindy attended the rest of grade school, junior high and 

Maryvale High School. Her parents enrolled her in dance class, where she did 

classical ballet, tap and jazz. She says she is not a natural, but 

I’ve seen her kicking up her feet a few times! 

Maybe you have, too. Cindy also participated in 

several sports in her school years: Basketball, 

track, volleyball and softball. She will proudly tell 

you that she graduated High School in the top 

10% of her class, was in National Honor Society, 

Parnassus and received an academic 

achievement award from The U of A! She 

explains, academic achievement doesn’t 

necessarily equate to prestigious employment, 

since her career included working in dental 

offices for 10 years, pouring beer for a living, 

property management and finally, retiring as a 

letter carrier for the United States Postal Service. 

 
Congratulations to Cindy. Since we've known her, she has always been 
helpful to new players, always organizing events to include them. And of 
course micro managing. Congrats Cindy. 

Pete Pellizzari 
Lynn Pellizzari AZ HOF BOD Secretary 

 
 

Since moving to Arizona there has been one major player who is involved in 
every aspect of Arizona Shuffleboard. Cindy is more than deserving to be in 
the Arizona Shuffleboard Hall of Fame. Congratulations Cindy and I look 
forward to many more years of being around you and Shuffleboard. Again, 
Congratulations to you from both Judy and I. Love, 

Gary & Judy George 
 

Since playing in your first tournament, more than forty years ago, with me, 
you have put in the work and effort to become the accomplished player that 
you are today. 

 
Those efforts put you in a position to succeed in league competition, and at 
the local, regional and national level in tournament play. In addition to your 
playing prowess, you have long been a great ambassador for our game. 
Congratulations on the well deserved honor of being inducted into the 
Arizona Shuffleboard Hall of Fame. 

 
John McDermott 

 
Congratulations Cindy, your induction is much deserved! 

 
Marilyn Roberts 
AZ HOF Nomination Committee 



Congratulations Cindy on your Induction into the Arizona Shuffleboard Hall of 

Fame. I have enjoyed playing with you and against you, we have traveled and 

played together many times, my greatest memory with you was when we won 

the Arizona Doubles at Stingers in 2015. You are a great player, mentor, and a 

promoter of the game, and I’m proud to call you my friend. Again, 

Congratulations Ms. C C so very well deserved. 

Your Friend, 

 
Joanie Healey 

CA HOF Inductee 

Director, CA Shuffleboard HOF 

 
Cindy has been involved in Arizona Shuffleboard for a long time. She 
organizes leagues and tournaments, and is a hell of a player. Arizona 
shuffleboard and the shuffleboard world in general owe a great deal of 
gratitude to Cindy. Shuffleboard would not be the same without her. 

I have had the pleasure to know Cindy for many years. She is a high quality 
player and person. Most of all, Cindy is very deserving of the honor of being 
inducted into the Arizona Shuffleboard Hall of Fame. 
Congratulations Cindy! 

 
Dan Mourgos 
CA HOF Inductee 

 
What do you need to know about Cindy other that she’s very caring, 
understanding, knows the game well, and works well with people. I'm the one 
that gave her the nickname “Cindy express” in Exeter California. Well, it was 
due to an ABC match; we got on a roll and went undefeated right straight 
through it. I kept saying here comes the express and it kind of stuck. So we 
named her “Cindy express.” As for partnering up with her, you couldn’t ask for 
a better partner, her knowledge of the game and her ability to share. That 
experience is unbelievable. She’s very resourceful. I would partner up with her 
anytime. Cindy deserves this award. Congratulations Cindy 

Clint Miller 

In 1971, she married her high 

school sweetheart and had 

her one and only child, 

Michael Stephen Clark. He 

has grown into “absolutely 

the best man I know, despite 

all the trials and tribulations 

that come with being a young, 

divorced mother trying to put 

a roof over our heads, food on 

the table and having a social 

life”. He gave her the best 

daughter-in-law, 

EVER: Pacifica. Mike also gave her two grandchildren: Chelsey, 27 years old and 

Tristan, who is now 13! She will tell you that she has enjoyed them both through 

every stage of their lives. Chelsey makes beautiful children and has given her 3 great 

grands: Callie Rae, 6, Chandler, 4, and Cobie, 3! And Tristan is just a joyous (if not 

goofy) teenager who stills goes on adventures with gramma. 

Always adventurous, Cindy enjoys going 

places! Hiking, travel, cemetery excursions, 

zip lines, national parks, excursions off the 

beaten path, even a sky diving adventure 

(with Tony Appell and Paul Obermiller) and 

especially loves Arizona’s history. She loves 

the national parks where her journey 

included epic hikes at the Grand Canyon, 

Bryce, Zion, Capitol Reef, Yosemite, 

Yellowstone and The Grand Tetons. 

 

 
In 1987, while working for her father at the Backroom Bar in west Phoenix, Cindy 

was introduced to Shuffleboard. Her father had Bob Lewis install a shuffleboard and 

she was told that since Dad ran the pool leagues, she would be responsible for the 

shuffleboard leagues. The very next evening Bob Lewis and Marilyn Roberts showed 

up and showed her a few things and gave her the information about the traveling 

league. A couple of the bar patrons had some experience with shuffleboard and so 

they formed a team. The very first night of league, their first opponents showed up 

to play. This team included a blind man and the captain told Cindy that he would 

have a spotter. Her team members were horrified that she would allow a spotter. 

“HE’s BLIND!”, Cindy said. 



Maybe that was the beginning of her 

leadership role and sometimes controlling 

personality. And, so it began: five decades of 

a journey of experiences with the game. It was 

during this league play that Cindy began to 

meet and be mentored by the greats of AZ 

shuffleboard: Bob Lewis, Al Salazar, Bill 

Thomas, Bob Jacobsen, Wendell Herbison, 

Tony Appell, Bill Gibbs, Phil Gardner, Lary 

Tafoya, Dwayne Maxwell as well as the ladies 

of AZ Shuffleboard: Peggie (Richards) Skaggs, Alice Arredondo and Marilyn Roberts. 

She tells me she learned a lot: if not by instruction, by observation. Cindy quickly 

fell in love with the leagues, the tournaments and especially the people. It was the 

PCSA and the NASC that had bring team events, when she was asked to play, even 

with little experience; because you had to include two women. She was absolutely 

hooked! To be afforded the opportunity to be included on teams and travel and be 

successful early on. This appealed to her sense of adventure and competitiveness. 

A match made in heaven. Cindy had the fever! While compiling her list of 

accomplishments I was impressed with her finishes in team events as a captain or 

player, her doubles partners and success playing up a division or within her division 

and the arguably very impressive 5 time WWW finals appearances in singles. 3 of 

which she won and 2 where she finished 2nd. If you ask her about her shuffleboard 

career highlights, she brings up the 2 early amateur team events that propelled her 

keen interest level, her Div 2 doubles win with Wendell and her Div 1 2nd (Paul 

Parks), 4th (Phil Gardner) and 5th (Doug Hynes) all at the highly competitive NASC 

in Reno. She gives a lot of credit to her partners for memorable finishes: people like 

Joanne Healy-1st in Open Doubles in 2015 at the Tony Appell 

Memorial and Dave Keithan for 

helping her to a 1st (split) at The 

Post in Austin where the 

competition was fierce! Being 

single since 1976, Cindy has really 

enjoyed the ability to travel with 

shuffleboard, knowing that she 

can go to different places and that 

she will be among those in the 

shuffleboard community. 

Hall of Fame inductions say a lot about the player, the person, the respect 

they’ve gained from the players and the respect for which they play the 

game. I met Cindy back in 2017 in Stingers at their Presidents Day 

Tournament, we’ve had many conversations about the history of the 

game and the players that made the game what it is today. She genuinely 

cares about and loves the game, I share that passion because I met my 

wife playing shuffleboard some 28 years ago. Her enthusiasm to keep 

Arizona at the forefront of shuffleboard and keeping the players 

interested in the game has not gone unnoticed. Kudo’s to you girl! The 

work she has put into running weekly tournaments, and keeping the 

Arizona HOF active is no small feat. Traveling and supporting the game 

when and where she can just shows the love she has for the game. 

 
Arizona you’ve made an excellent choice inducting Cindy Clark into the 

State Hall of Fame. Proud for her and proud to know her. Enjoy your day, 

you’ve earned it! 

 
Gary Nelson, TX 

President, TSA BOD 

 
Congratulations Cindy Clark, well deserved. As a player, you are a 

consistently tough player with staying power. As a promoter, your 

unflagging efforts to organize and run events in Arizona not only benefits 

the ever-growing (thanks to you) local group of players, but also the entire 

shuffleboard community with your tournaments that are attended by 

players far and wide. 

 
Louise Calamaro Williams 

 
Great job, big cheese! I am a person with few words. However, I do see 
how much hard work and love you put into the game. WELL DESERVED!!! 

 
Bonte Cozad 
Derek Cozad, AZ HOF Vice President 



Cindy Clark – you are a rock star! You’ve promoted and supported Arizona 
shuffleboard to keep it alive, well, and thriving. Your work to get players 
promoted into both the Arizona and the National Hall of Fame is nothing short 

of amazing. And now, lets talk about your game. Your level of shuffleboard 
play just keeps getting better and better. You are my inspiration! Thanks for all 
the shuffleboard event memories, you make shuffling so much fun. I know 
shuffleboard will stay in your heart forever. Congratulations on your Arizona 
Shuffleboard Hall of Fame induction, well deserved. 

 
Jane Mourgos 
CA HOF Director 
Co-Founder WWW Tournament 

 
Cindy is a good friend and competitive shuffleboard player for more than 
thirty years. She has promoted the game in Arizona and has done a great job 
of helping shuffleboard. 
Congratulations Cindy, 

Phil Gardner 
AZ HOF Nomination Committee 

 
Cindy (My Shuffleboard Wife) 

Congratulations on being inducted into the Hall of Fame. It’s awesome and 
about time. Long before we were friends I watched you play and usually win. 
You’ve always been an awesome shuffleboard player, an awesome coach to 
your teammates & a hair connoisseur! The Hair Gods brought us together 
and I hope you know how much being your friend means to me. I hope we 
still play shuffleboard for many more years & we still have the Hair Gods in 
our corner! I can’t wait to share your Hall of Fame weekend with you. Love ya 
wifey! 

Judy Morphis 

 
Congratulations Cindy on your induction. We have known Cindy for many 
years now and we’re so pleased to have run into you after returning to AZ 
after 25 years! I appreciate you going that extra mile to reintroduce us to the 
game we’ve become so fond of again. Playing league and pickup games along 
with the tournament’s has been a lot of fun. You are a super talented 
shuffleboard player and your skills are exemplary. 

Harry and Kathy Ambrosat 

 
That lifestyle may change, because, 7 years 
ago, she found a “late life love” in Doug 
Hynes. They have moved out of the Phoenix 
area to the mountains and plan to build a 
“Shuffle Shack” where they can continue with 
the game that they both love. Maybe in a 
different way. Who knows? Along with the 
playing in tournaments, both national and 
local, and rising in the ratings, Cindy became 
involved as an original founder of the Arizona 
Shuffleboard Hall of Fame in 1998. Mickey 
Lewis was the catalyst and enlisted her to 
help form the organization. Along with 3 
other co-founders, Al Salazar, Alice 

Arredondo and Wendell Herbison, she says she is very proud to have been a 
constant part of the AZHOF for 25 years.“ I feel we have honored those that have 
given so much: kept the field elite: produced quality product and created a fair 
process by which to honor excellence! We have created something to be carried 
on and there are others to be honored.” If anyone knows Cindy and her never 
ending energy: her journey with us is far from being fully written. During the last 
four HOF inductions, Cindy has been the driving force. And don’t think that she has 
backed off during her own induction and believe me it’s well appreciated. While 
documenting Cindy’s journey, she related something that’s quite true: as much as 
you think you know someone, there is way more beneath the surface to learn. I, 
for one, am glad she has shared all of these things with us. With her move to the 
mountains she is stepping back (a tiny bit), but is still quite involved and we can 
only hope through subtle (or not so subtle) nudges she will continue her journey in 
Arizona Shuffleboard. 

 
I have often reminded myself why Cindy is being inducted, mostly because I truly 
value her friendship and I would just prefer to present her into the Hall of Fame as 
a friend, often forgetting she is being honored as a great promoter of the sport and 
as one of the top competitors from Arizona and across the nation. While wrapping 
up Cindy’s Journey I have realized that Cindy is definitely the closest “liberal” friend 
I have ever had. Some of the things I have learned about Cindy that you would 
never believe are the conservative strives she has made. She has definitely 
professed her love for Scoreholio, but agrees the other systems work just fine. I 
have come to find out that she watches Fox News every morning and lastly she 
truly believes in Sasquatch. As both a player and promoter, please join me in 
congratulating Cindy Clark as the ninth inductee to the Arizona Shuffleboard Hall 
of Fame. 

 

Story by Tim Manley (& Cindy Clark) 



 
Congratulations Mom, 

TESTIMONIALS Congratulations Cindy! You are very much deserving of this recognition 

and induction into the Arizona Shuffleboard Hall of Fame. I’ve only known 

We are very proud of you! My mom has been dedicated to and passionate 
about shuffleboard for a long time. She has spent countless hours perfecting 
her game. It has brought a lot of joy to her life and we wanted to share that 
with her family and friends. You’ve earned and deserve this award! We love 
you, Mom! 

 
Michael, Pacifica, and Tristan Clark 

 
Cindy Clark is my grandmother, she was always someone I looked up to. She 
was always there for her family and there to help in any way she could. I 
always admired the big group of friends she had made playing shuffleboard. 
They truly seem like a family. Growing up I thought it was so cool that she got 
to travel so much going to tournaments. I hope one day I make friends like the 
ones she has and we can travel together. As a mom with 3 under 6 I will live 
vicariously through her till then! She truly is so honored and I don’t know 
anyone who deserves this more than my grandma. 
Congratulations Grandma Cindy! We love you! 

 
Chelsea Bowman (Cindy’s Granddaughter) 

 
Cindy came into my life at a time that I really didn’t think I could ever find 
someone I could spend the rest of my life with, but the more time I spent with 
her I realize she was a kind, compassionate and caring person; something that 
is hard to find in this world! I came to the conclusion I needed her in my life! 
We both love shuffleboard, and that’s when I found out; that kind, 
compassionate, caring woman turns into a fierce, competitive woman that 
doesn’t like to lose! I found out the hard way after three $100.00 games of 
which I did not win one single game… left her in the parking lot… and the rest 
is history the love story began! Even more than that I found that she has such 
a love for this game she spends hours and hours preparing booklets, leagues, 
as well as multiple tournaments! Cindy deserves this award and I am very 
proud that she has been inducted to the Arizona Hall of Fame. Congratulations 
Cynthia Jo Clark! Love, Doug 

 
Doug Hynes 
AZ HOF Nomination Committee 
AKA Cindy’s Boyfriend 

you these last couple years but you are one of the biggest reasons I’ve got 

involved and competitive in this game. Not sure whether I should LOVE or 

HATE you for that! Haha. But seriously, you are extremely welcoming and 

encouraging to all players new and old. You help hold this group of crazies 

together. And you are one of the best and most competitive players in the 

state as well. Hope you enjoy your day as we shine the light back on you – 

CONGRATULATIONS! 

Jason Watton 

 
Cindy Clark is our chameleon of table shuffleboard. She is a woman of 

many colors. She also is a lady of many talents. She has played a big role in 

taking over the reins as president of the Arizona shuffleboard Hall of Fame 

and taking it to a higher level. For several decades she has supported and 

promoted Shuffleboard in the great state of Arizona. Becoming a 

competitor of the sport that we love so much, Cindy has been considered 

one of the top players in the state of Arizona for the past several years. 

It is a pleasure to say that she is a very good friend and to congratulate her 

on an award that is well-deserved. Congratulations Cindy! 

Your friend, 

Jim “The Marlin” Martin 
TSA National HOF Inductee 
CA HOF Inductee 

 
Cindy, 

Congratulations on being inducted into the Arizona Shuffleboard Hall of 

Fame. Well deserved! Thank you for setting the standard on and off the 

table. Thank you for all you do for the game. The long drives back and 

forth from up north, running tournaments, and putting up with Doug. 

Congratulations, Cindy! I’m proud to call you, “friend.” 

Nailed it! 

 
Brandon Glasscock 



Congratulations, Cindy, on this well-deserved honor. Cindy has been in my 
life since I was 4 years old and has always shared a special bond and love 
with my dad. Tony thought the world of you and admired your many 
talents and skills. Your friendship meant the world to him. Cindy is a very 
special individual who adores her family and is an amazing grandmother. 

Having witnessed Cindy's remarkable dedication and contributions to the 
world of shuffleboard firsthand, I believe she embodies the very essence 
of what this induction recognizes. Cindy is a force to be reckoned with on 
the board. Her mastery of technique combined with an uncanny ability to 
read the board and strategize shots has led her to claim countless victories 
on all levels. 

 
Cindy understands that the joy of shuffleboard lies not just in individual 
accomplishments but in fostering a vibrant and inclusive community. She 
has taken it upon herself to mentor aspiring players, organize events for 
the shuffleboard community, promote sportsmanship and comradery that 
encourages a healthy competition, and celebrates everyone's triumphs. 

In conclusion, Cindy is more than a skilled shuffleboard player. She is a 
passionate ambassador for the game. Her contributions transcend 
individual success and leave a lasting impact on the entire shuffleboard 
community. Congratulations again, Cindy. We love you! 

 
Jennifer Appell 

 
We all have mentors when we are learning a sport. Mine is Miss Cindy. I 
would secretly watch her shots, stance and execution whenever I could. 
She was so supportive to me when I ventured out to run ASPA league or 
when I would run little tournaments. She is a doll and I love having her as 
my mentor! Thank you Miss Cindy!! Well deserved recognition! 

Debbie Howe 

 
Thanks to Cindy Clark for all she has done and still does for the 

game. I have learned a lot from Cindy and her advise has made me 

a better player. 

Helen Robertson 

It was the early 80's, I don't remember exactly when but Cindy was not in a 
good place in her life with her many responsibilities, her family and a 
thankless job managing a low income apartment complex… tough job, tough 
life, but the warrior that she is, she kept her family together and never 
complained and fortunately for us, she found a little time to play with us. I'm 
sure she never envisioned that she and Peggy Skaggs and Marilyn Robert's 
would be the face of Women's Shuffleboard in Arizona for many years to 
come. A couple of years later, Bob Lewis and I convinced them they were 
good enough to play with the best players of the era. Brenda Moore, Chris 
Danki, Diane Hagen, Bob Lewis and I had played them and knew they were 
great players and did very well in our first National Tournament here in 
Phoenix. We were all very proud of them. They all went on to play in many 
big tournaments. Cindy went on to distinguish herself as a player and a 
person. When you see Cindy Clark and Doug Hynes today, you know that the 
hard times for both of them are in the past. They are living the good life they 
so richly deserve. I'm very happy for them. Good things happen to good 
people. I cherish their friendship very much and I am so pleased that Cindy is 
getting the recognition she has earned as a great shuffleboard player and 
even better person. Congratulations Cindy. Your friend, LaryI 

 
Lary Tafoya 
AZ HOF Inductee 
AZ HOF Nomination Committee 

 
I am Cindy’s “old” friend, both literally and figuratively. I was part of the early 
years of women in shuffleboard. You guys are so blessed to have Cindy Clark 
ensuring that Arizona Shuffleboard (including a love for the history of the 
game here) is alive and well and thriving! I am so impressed by her 
dedication to the sport and to each of you who participate. It is easy to 
overlook her commitment to the sport because she is Cindy and everything 
gets done. Please thank her and let her know what a great job she does. On 
top of that, she is hilariously funny! You are the best Cindy! I second that! 
Cindy Clark, you have kept shuffleboard going here. I think it would have died 
out if not for you. Thank you so much for your work, your dedication to the 
game, and your patience. 

 
We love you, and miss you! Enjoy your part-time living in Greer; you lucky 
lady! 

Peggy Skaggs 



Congratulations Cindy! 
You're so deserving of this Induction. 
What A Lady, What A Great Player, What a Spit Fire !! 
We Love having you in our Shuffleboard Family!! 
Your Friends always, much Love! 

 
Russ, Leslie and everyone at Ranch Shuffleboard 
CA HOF Inductees 

 
Cindy has been an avid player and promoter of the game for as long as I 
can remember. Her enthusiasm and dedication to table shuffleboard has 
been truly amazing. She has been and continues to be a key factor to the 
growth of the sport. I am happy to see her receive the recognition she very 
much deserves. Congratulations, Cindy! 

Eddie Brayman 
 

When we first obtained our AZ winter home 7 years ago we were quickly 
brought into the Arizona Shuffleboard family by Cindy. Over the following 
year's it became very apparent to us what a driving force she was for the 
betterment and improvement of the game and helping to bring the quality 
of Arizona Shuffleboard to the attention of the Shuffleboard nation. We 
heartily support her induction into the Arizona Shuffleboard HOF where 
she will join peers who's efforts she has strived to continue, ensuring the 
continuance of quality Shuffleboard competition not only in AZ, but at the 
national level. 
Our sincerest congratulations to you Cindy on this newest milestone in 
your career. 

 
Bill & Linda Walker 

 
 

Congratulations to you Cindy on a very well deserved recognition!!! We've 
enjoyed our years of friendship and look forward to many more!! Thanks 
for all your efforts keeping this game of Shuffleboard alive and well in 
Arizona and everywhere else you land! Love you! 

 
Vicki and Vern Gonzalez 



 
Congratulations Cindy Clark Arizonas newest Hall of Fame member. In the 20 
plus years I've been associated with shuffleboard community of Arizona, I've 
seen your leadership, your play, your devotion to the game. You have been 
ambassador of Arizona and its players all over the country. 

Your game has made myself and others better, you can be a testy force on the 
boards, and a mentor for many. Proud to call you my friend. 

 
Mike Parrish Chairman AZ HOF 
AZ HOF Nomination Committee 

 
Cindy, 
Congratulations on your induction to the AZHOF. Arizona shuffleboard would 
not be where it is without all the hard work and time that you have put into it. 
An honor well deserved. 

 
Dave & Marlene Brennan 

 
We have known and been friends with Cindy for probably 40+ years. She took 
the initiative to become very involved in Arizona Shuffleboard and expanded 
the game with leagues for all levels of play. Congratulations Cindy on this 
award. 

Lu and Gil Aragon 
 

I’m very proud to say Cindy Clark is a very dear friend, a fierce competitor, a 
spirited promoter of the game of shuffleboard and extremely deserved of this 
award. To steal a comment from another dear friend Lary Tafoya she is 
definitely a persistent contender, plus she rocks the color purple. 

 
Nancy Salazar 

Congratulations to Cindy Clark on her well deserved induction into the Arizona 
Shuffleboard Hall of Fame. Cindy continues to keep Arizona Shuffleboard 
moving forward continuously hosting events and leagues well done Cindy! 

 
Lorraine Olson 



I first met Cindy in 1982 at the CBS bar in Phoenix. Even back then I could 
tell that Cindy was going to be a great player and mentor someday. She 
loved the game and fellow shuffleboard players. As I got to know Cindy 
better, we became good friends and shuffleboard travelers. But, the one 
trip to a WWW tournament that I remember well, was the one when I had 
a hard time walking. Cindy took care of me that whole trip. Another trip was 
to a California tournament. I became very sick. She drove me home without 
a second thought. 
So, not only is Cindy a good player, promoter of the game, and a big hoot, 
she has a big, good heart. Thank you, Cindy, for being there for me, still 
today, and for the other family and friends in your life. 
Congratulations for a well-deserved award as the 2024 Arizona Shuffleboard 
Hall of Fame inductee. 

Linda Meyer 
AZ HOF President 

 
Congratulations Cindy on being inducted into the Arizona Shuffleboard Hall 
of Fame. You have certainly earned this recognition as you are a great 
player, having played for a long time, plus promoting the sport, not to 
mention all the time you have devoted to running tournaments. I think I 
met you around 1989 and we have, over the years, played in several 
leagues, tournaments, NASC, and the WWW. I have always thought very 
highly of you and have respected your playing, your knowledge, and your 
coaching. I have some fun stories of when we played together and maybe I 
will bring them up at the ceremony (my favorite is, of course, the 
aromatherapy!). We have had many good times together (Diamondback 
games and the yearly Nutcracker Ballet with our grandkids just to name a 
few), and I cherish our friendship. Congratulations again, my friend! 

 
Denise Yohn 

 
We have known Cindy for many years. We really got to know her when we 
came to AZ for the winter months. What a great Shuffleboard player plus a 
great friend!! Sure enjoyed our friendship. Congrats Cindy very well 
deserved. 

 
Sandy Tubbs 
Glen Tubbs, NE HOF Inductee 

http://www/


Cindy Clark Player Performance Data 
 

Year Tournament Event Place Partner 

1989 NASC Amateur Team Event 2nd Al Salazar 

1990 NASC Amateur Team Event 1st Bill Thomas 

1993 NASC Draw Partner 3rd J. Kumpula 

1994 NASC Amateur Team Event 4th Bob Jacobsen 

1995 AZ Spring Tour Mixed Doubles 2nd Clay Chance 

1996 Bill Gibbs’ ABC Draw 3rd Bob Brunskill 

1997 NASC Amateur Team Event 3rd Bob Jacobsen 

1998 Bill Gibbs’ Open Doubles 3rd Mickey Lewis 

1999 NASC Div 2 Doubles 1st W. Herbison 

2000 Best of AZ Draw Partner 1st M. Roberts 

 MVP Tourney ABC Draw 2nd F. Monarrez 

 Bill Gibbs’ Open Doubles 2nd Lary Tafoya 

 Bill Gibbs’ AB Draw 1st D. Bredvik 

2001 NASC Amateur Team 2nd Bob Jacobsen 

2002 Bill Gibbs’ ABC Draw 3rd Wayne Scott 

2003 Bill Gibbs’ ABC Draw 1st Captain 

2004 Bill Gibbs’ ABC Draw 4th Captain 

 TJ’s Modesto Div 2 Doubles 3rd J. Mourgos 

2005 WWW Open Singles 1st  

 Sweethearts Mixed Doubles 1st P. Obermiller 

 LV Open Bring Doubles 1st W. Herbison 

 Billy Chiles Add to 2 Doubles 2nd W. Herbison 

 NASC 4 Person Add to 9 1st Captain 

2006 WWW Open Singles 1st  

 LV Open ABC Draw 1st Frank Blade 



 

Year Tournament Event Place Partner 

2019 Old Goat Add to 2 Doubles 2nd Debbie Howe 

2021 PNW Open Doubles 4th Vern Gonzales 

 Glasscock 4 Person Draft 2nd Captain 

 Foots Creek Open Doubles 3rd Doug Hynes 

2022 NASC Div 1 Doubles 5/6th Doug Hynes 

 Stupid Cupid Mixed Doubles 1st Doug Hynes 

 Glasscock 4 Person Draft 2nd Captain 

 AZ HOF Lary Add to 2 Doubles 3rd Tim Manley 

 ABC Draft C’s ABC Draft 2nd Bonte Cozad 

 Steve Fisher AB Draw 1st Terry Quail 

2023 Steve Fisher Open Singles 1st  

 
 

 
Cindy was one of the two initial recipients of the NASC 

Al Salazar Sportsmanship Award in 2023. 
 

Year Tournament Event Place Partner 

2006 TJ’s Modesto AB Draw 3rd D. Golden 

 Bill Gibbs’ ABC Draw 2nd Captain 

 WWW Open Singles 7/8th  

 WWW Draw Partner 4th M. Canada 

2007 NASC Div 1 Doubles 4th Phil Gardner 

 Pres Day Amateur Doubles 2nd Scott Vaughn 

 Pres Day ABC Draw 1st Bob Crum 

 Billy Chiles Add to 2 Doubles 3rd Lewis Bailey 

 Billy Chiles ABC Draw 4th Captain 

 Little Creek Doubles Div B 3rd Lewis Bailey 

 Little Creek Singles Div B 3rd  

 WWW Doubles 2nd M. Canada 

2008 WWW Singles 1st  

 Pres Day 4 Person Draft 1st D. Keithahn 

 LV La Piazza Open Doubles 2nd Tony Appell 

2009 WWW Singles 1st  

2010 Pres Day—TX Bring Doubles 1st (split) D. Keithahn 

2011 Cal-AZ Ladies ABC 1st Captain 

2015 Tony Appell Open Doubles 1st J. Healey 

 Goldsmith ABC Draft 1st Captain 

 WWW Open Singles 2nd  

 WWW ABC Draw 4th Captain 

2018 NASC 4 Person Add to 1 3rd R. Flemming 

2019 Glasscock 4 Person Draft 1st Captain 

 Tony Appell Open Doubles 3rd Linda Nobles 

 


